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Research shows that small schools generally offer these benefits: 
● Lower dropout rates ● Higher graduation rates 
● Greater teacher satisfaction ● More parent satisfaction 
● Fewer discipline problems ● Greater sense of belonging 
● Higher student achievement ● Higher extracurricular participation rates 
● Better attendance ● More variety in learning experiences 

 
What great small schools do differently: 
1. Great small schools take pride in their identity. 

● The worst thing a small school can do is attempt to be a miniature large school. 
 
2. Great Small Schools Provide More Choices Within Classrooms Than Outside Them. 

● Wide is not necessarily deep. 
● As class size increases, options within the class naturally decrease. 
● It is in the best interest of students for teachers to teach multiple subjects. 

 
3. Great Small Schools Are Unified Philosophically and Professionally. 

● Small schools have core beliefs that are not going to be reconsidered. 
● Small schools have a clear understanding of mission and greater accountability when it is 

strayed from. 
 
4. Great Small Schools Give Learners Individual Attention. 

● There is a tipping point at which the emphasis of a school can become managing the flow of 
students rather than the learning of students. 

● Parents may struggle with understanding small schools because their school experience was 
much different. 

 
5. Great Small Schools Amplify Personal Relationships. 

● Each teacher has much greater influence than he or she would have in a large school. 
● In a small school, difficult issues rise to the surface more quickly. 
● Despite its challenges, smallness offers far more benefits than drawbacks. 
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